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Abstract
The inﬂuence of the mismatch between material properties and constraint on the plastic
deformation behaviour of the heat aﬀected zone of welds in high strength steels is investigated
in this study, using ﬁnite element simulations. An elastoplastic implicit three-dimensional
ﬁnite element code (EPIM3D) was used in the analysis. The paper presents the mechanical
model of the code and the methodology used for the numerical simulation of the tensile test of
welded joints. Numerical results of the tensile test of welded samples with diﬀerent hypothetical widths for the Heat Aﬀected Zone and various material mismatch levels are shown. The
analysis concerns the overall strength and ductility of the joint and in relation to the plastic
behaviour of the heat aﬀected zone. The inﬂuence of the yield stress, tensile strength and
constraint on the stress and plastic strain distribution in the soft heat aﬀected zone is also
discussed.
# 2002 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The analysis of a weld produced with a fusion process allows us to distinguish three
main zones, usually referred to as the weld metal (WM), the heat aﬀected zone (HAZ)
and the base metal (BM). While the ﬁrst two zones result from the welding process
and thermal phenomena associated with it, the BM is the part of the parent plate,
not aﬀected by the heat input. In a defect free weld, global mechanical behaviour
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depends on the mismatch in mechanical properties between the diﬀerent welded
zones, its dimension and loading mode (Denys, 1994; Dexter, 1997).
To ensure good tensile performance of the joints, manufacturers use a welding
metal overmatch approach, i.e., the ﬁller material is selected on the basis that the
yield stress of the weld metal must be above that of the base material. However,
when the overmatching requirement is achieved, a soft structure can appear in the
HAZ. The mechanical properties in this zone can drastically diﬀer from the unaffected base metal depending on the heating and cooling conditions imposed by the
welding process and on the structure and chemical composition of the base plate
(Easterling, 1985; Soboyejo et al., 2001). This is current in high strength steels for
which slow cooling rates can cause a considerable loss in the value of the yield
strength of the base plate (Akselsen et al., 1989; Thaulow et al., 1994; Thaulow and
Toyoda, 1997; Wojnowski et al., 2000).
High strength steels have found widespread application as a result of their good
mechanical properties and service behaviour (Rapacki, 1985; Kinsey, 2000, Yoshida
et al., 2002, Cleveland and Ghosh, 2002). Fig. 1 shows a tensile sample of a weld in a
quenched and tempered high strength steel where the various constitutive zones are
visible. When this type of welded sample is loaded in tension normal to the weld
axis, the yield stress mismatch does not aﬀect the deformation behaviour of the joint
in the elastic loading range. However, when the joint is plastically deformed, the
metal with the lowest value of the yield stress controls the load-elongation behaviour
(Dexter, 1997). A typical case of plastic localisation in the HAZ during deformation
in tension is shown in the small detail of Fig. 1.
In this context, it is important to determine the inﬂuence of the presence of a soft
material on the overall mechanical behaviour of the joint. However, the experimental analysis of the stress–strain distribution in a welded joint is a very diﬃcult
task. Indeed, the non-linearities involved in the process, such as the diﬀerent elastoplastic behaviour of the various welded zones, its geometries, the non-homogeneous strain and stress distribution makes all possible experimental analysis very
complicated. Using numerical simulation, it is possible to analyse individually the

Fig. 1. Tensile sample enhancing the various constitutive zones. The small detail in the picture shows the
plastic localisation in the HAZ after deformation in tension.
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various phenomena that occur in a tensile test of a welded joint. In fact, in our days,
numerical simulation have become a very important tool to clarify and conﬁrm
experimental observations, and even to establish detailed conclusions on the
mechanical behaviour of all types composite materials (Marketz et al., 2003; Goda,
2002, Saraev and Schmauder, 2003).
The main purpose of this work is to evaluate the inﬂuence of the degree
of the mismatch of material properties and the size of the HAZ on the
plastic behaviour observed in tension of defect free welded plates. The local
and overall plastic behaviour of the joint is studied by modelling an arbitrarily
chosen material for the HAZ and progressively changing the width of this zone.
The inﬂuence of the material mismatch is studied simulating various hypothetical
materials for the same HAZ dimensions. The numerical simulations were performed with the code EPIM3D, a FEM home code developed to solve problems
that involve large elastoplastic transformations. The code makes use of a full implicit constitutive time integration operator, and 3-D trilinear isoparametric elements
associated with a selective reduced integration technique (Menezes et al., 1991,
1999).

2. Procedure
In order to determine the inﬂuence of the mismatch in material properties in the
plastic deformation behaviour of the welded joints, several numerical simulations of
the tensile test were performed. Finite element meshes with three diﬀerent material
domains that represent the WM, BM and HAZ were used. The diﬀerent weld zones
are assumed to have an isotropic elastoplastic behaviour with isotropic work-hardening described by the Swift equation:
Yð" p Þ ¼ Cð"0 þ " p Þn

ð1Þ

where Y is the ﬂow stress in simple tension, "p is the equivalent plastic strain, n the
hardening coeﬃcient and C and "0 are material constants.
In order to cover a large range of mismatch conditions, simulations were performed using various hypothetical values for the yield stress (Y0 ¼ C"n0 ) and for the
hardening parameter (n) of the HAZ material. These mechanical properties must be
intended as mean properties, since various types of metallurgical structures with
diﬀerent mechanical properties are present along the HAZ. In the absence of defects,
this assumption simpliﬁes the mechanical model without compromising de validity
of the conclusions of the present study. For the WM and BM the same high strength
mechanical properties were considered, representing an evenmatch joint with 700
MPa yield stress and hardening coeﬃcient, n=0.08. Table 1 summarises the
mechanical properties of the HAZ and the values of yield stress mismatch
HAZ
(MYS=Y0HAZ/YADJ
) and tensile strength mismatch (MTS=Ymax
/YADJ
0
max ) relative to
the adjacent materials (WM and BM) studied in this work. In this text the term
undermatching is used when the mismatch parameters M < 1, evenmatch when
M ﬃ 1 and overmatching when M > 1.
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Table 1
Material properties and stress mismatch ratios: Yield mismatch (MYS=Y0HAZ/YADJ
) and tensile strength
0
ADJ
mismatch (MTS=YHAZ
TS /YTS )
(MPa)

MTS

Y0HAZ

MYS

(0.08)

(0.1)

(0.12)

(0.14)

(0.16)

400
500
600

0.57
0.71
0.86

0.65
0.81
0.97

0.71
0.89
1.07

0.79
0.99
1.19

0.88
1.10
–

0.98
1.23
–

Fig. 2 presents the stress–strain curves that correspond to Eq (1), for the various
HAZ materials studied. Observing these curves, it is possible to perform an analysis
of the mechanical behaviour of the materials of the joints. For example, for the
HAZ material with 400 MPa yield stress, the ﬁgure indicates yield and tensile
strength undermatch (MYS and MTS < 1, see Table 1) for all the hardening values,
except n=0.16 that presents tensile strength evenmatch (MTS ﬃ 1). For the hardening values 0.08, 0.10 and 0.12 the maximum load of the HAZ material is lower
then the yield stress of the adjacent materials, but, for n=0.14 and 0.16 yielding of
the adjacent materials must occur before the maximum load is reached in the HAZ
material.
When the HAZ materials have 500 and 600 MPa yield stresses, yielding of the
adjacent materials is possible in all situations, except for Y0=500 MPa with n=0.08.
For (Y0=500 MPa, n=0.14 and 0.16) and (Y0=600 MPa, n=0.10 and 0.12) the
maximum load is lowest for the WM and BM presenting tensile strength overmatch
in the HAZ (MTS > 1). It is still important to enhance the materials (Y0=400 MPa,
n=0.16), (Y0=500 MPa, n=0.12) and (Y0=600 MPa, n=0.08) that represent the
tensile strength evenmatch situations (MTS ﬃ 1).
In order to regard the inﬂuence of the HAZ size in the geometrical constraint
eﬀect, and consequently, in the mechanical behaviour of the joint, various HAZ
widths (lHAZ) were represented in the ﬁnite element meshes used in the numerical
simulations. These meshes represent samples with a square cross section
(6.1256.125 mm2), which were used in experimental studies (Rodrigues et al.,
1999). As the ratio width of the softened zone to plate thickness (lHAZ/e) is an
important parameter characterising the change of strength in the joint, in the present
study it covers the range 1/6–1. Table 2 shows the various HAZ widths studied in
the present work.
Table 2
HAZ widths used in the numerical simulations
Specimen designation

lHAZ (mm)

lHAZ/e

HAZL1
HAZL2
HAZL4
HAZL6

1
2
4
6

1/6
1/3
2/3
1
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Fig. 2. Stress–strain curves corresponding to the mechanical behaviour of the various welding zones. In
each graph, the grey curve corresponds to the mechanical behaviour of the adjacent materials (BM and
WM) and the black curves represent hypothetical conditions studied for HAZ materials.
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3. Finite element analysis
3.1. Material modelling
The 3-D ﬁnite element code EPIM3D (Elasto Plastic Implicit 3D ﬁnite element
code) is devoted to the numerical simulation of large plastic deformation processes
(Menezes et al., 1991, 1999). The mechanical model is based on the elastoplastic
behaviour of the materials with isotropic and kinematic work hardening. To
describe the elastic behaviour of the material, the hypoelastic form of Hooke’s law
that is valid for arbitrary large rotations is used. The plastic behaviour of the materials is described by the general quadratic yield condition
fð; hÞ ¼   h ¼ 0

ð2Þ

with an associated inviscid ﬂow rule. In Eqs (2)  is Hill’s equivalent stress that in
the absence of kinematic work-hardening is deﬁned by the quadratic form:
2
2
 2 ¼ Fð22  33 Þ2 þ Gð33  11 Þ2 þ Hð11  22 Þ2 þ 2L23
þ 2M13
2
þ 2N12

ð3Þ

where F, G, H, L, M, and N are material constants. h is the ﬂow stress which evolution with progressive deformation can be described by the isotropic workhardening Swift law [Eq. (1)], by the modiﬁed Swift law for prestrained materials
(Fernandes et al., 1998) or by the Teodosiu law valid for anisotropic work-hardening under arbitrary strain-path changes at moderately large strains (Teodosiu and
Hu, 1995; Hiwatashi et al., 1998; Li et al., 2003). In this study, the mechanical
behaviour of the materials was considered isotropic by setting F=G=H=0.5 and
L=M=N=1.5 and the work-hardening is simply described by Eq. (1).
3.2. Finite element discretization
Fig. 3 shows the ﬁnite element meshes used in the simulations detailing the different material regions and widths. The ﬁnite element discretization makes use of the
eight-node hexahedron isoparametric element with selective reduced integration.
This element is the most commonly used in this type of problem and has a good
compromise accuracy/CPU time if a correct integration scheme is used. Only 1/8 of
the sample was simulated, considering geometrical and material symmetry relative
to the axes Ox, Oy and Oz. The interfaces between the diﬀerent material regions of the
welded joint are planar and normal to the longitudinal axis of the sample. The boundary conditions used in the simulations are also schematised in Fig. 3. For simplicity the
sample is represented in the Oxy plane. The tensile test is simulated by imposing positive displacements on the Ox direction in the nodes located on the x=L/2 plane.
In Fig. 4 a three dimensional representation of one of the ﬁnite element meshes
used in this study is shown. In this ﬁgure, a and b represent lines in the sample surface for which the stress and strain distribution will be plotted later in this analysis.
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Fig. 3. Boundary conditions and diﬀerent types of meshes used in the tensile test simulations.

Fig. 4. Three-dimensional ﬁnite element mesh of the sample HAZL4.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Strength and ductility of the overall sample
In Fig. 5, the numerical results of the maximum load attained by the various types
of tensile samples (Fjoint), normalised with the maximum load attained in a tensile
test of homogeneous base plate sample (Fhom) are shown. The results are grouped
according to the diﬀerent yield stress values and HAZ widths and are plotted relative to the tensile strength mismatch (MTS).
The results presented in Fig. 5 enable an analysis of the strength loss of the joint
relative to the base plate. For all the samples with HAZ overmatch tensile strength
(MTS > 1) no loss in strength relative to the homogeneous base plate occurs (Fjoint/
Fhom ﬃ 1). To explain these results, the equivalent stress distribution for a sample
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Fig. 5. Normalised load values (Fjoint/Fhom) as a function of the tensile strength mismatch (MTS), for
diﬀerent HAZ yield stresses (Y0HAZ=400, 500 and 600 MPa) and HAZ widths (lHAZ=1, 2, 4 and 6 mm).

with HAZ tensile strength overmatch material (Y0=500 MPa, n=0.16) is plotted, in
Fig. 6, along a line in the surface of the sample HAZL4 (see line a in Fig. 4). The
equivalent stresses are plotted for the displacements: u=0.1, 1.0 and 2.5 mm, the
latter corresponding to stress values slightly after the maximum load. The ﬁgure
shows that, after plastic deformation in the HAZ zone, it spreads over the sample
(see stress line for u=1 mm) and ﬁnal strain localisation occurs in the adjacent
materials when the stress exceeds the correspondent strength (YADJ
max =843 MPa).
HAZ
Stress values in the HAZ are always above its critical value (Ymax
=1029 MPa).

Fig. 6. Equivalent stress distribution along the Ox direction (line a in Fig. 4) for a HAZL4 sample with
overmatch tensile strength in the HAZ. Plotted values for three tensile displacements: 0.1, 1.0 and 2.5 mm.
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According to Fig. 5, this type of behaviour is independent of the yield stress undermatch value, suggesting that the degree of tensile strength mismatch determines the
overall strength of the sample. It is possible to conﬁrm this by observing Fig. 7,
where all the normalised load values are grouped together as a function of the tensile
strength mismatch (MTS). This graph shows that for all the HAZ widths, the maximum load in the samples increase almost linearly with increasing values of the tensile strength. When the overmatch values are reached the load capacity of the joint is
equal to that of the homogeneous base plate.
For the cases with tensile strength evenmatch (MTS=0.97, 0.98, 0.99), the reduction in maximum load values is not greater than 5% in most of the cases. The only
exceptions are for large values of the lHAZ and severe yield stress undermatch
(Fig. 5). In fact, the loss of strength with increasing lHAZ values is a general tendency, which is more pronounced for the cases with high yield and tensile strength
undermatch. Moreover, when the width of the HAZ is smaller then 1/3 of the sample thickness (lHAZ=1 mm), only a small decrease in the maximum load values is
observed in all mismatch situations (Fig. 5). For the more pronounced case of yield
and tensile strength undermatch (Y0=400 MPa, n=0.08 with MYS=0.57,
MTS=0.65), the strength of the joint is only 10% less than the homogeneous material.
Based on the data of Fig. 7, a relationship between the normalised load [ratio
between the maximum load in a joint with undermatch HAZ material (Fjoint) and
the base material strength (Fhom)], and tensile strength undermatch (MTS), for each
HAZ size (lHAZ/e) can be ﬁtted as follows:
Fjoint
¼ ½ð0:845 ðlHAZ =eÞ þ 0:066ÞðMTS  1Þ þ 1
Fhom

ð4Þ

Fig. 7. Normalised load values (Fjoint/Fhom) as a function of the tensile strength mismatch (MTS), for
diﬀerent ratios HAZ width to sample thickness (lHAZ/e=1/6, 1/3, 2/3 and 1).
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Values calculated with this equation have been compared with numerical and
experimental results. In general, the maximum load attained by the joint can be
predicted with a precision of 5%.
The joint ductility is also analysed, by plotting in Fig. 8, the ratio ljoint/lhom
between the maximum elongation in the welded samples (ljoint) and the elongation
in a sample of homogeneous base plate (lhom). The results grouped in Fig. 8, allows
us to conclude that the mismatch in the material properties induce a decrease of ductility, which is more enhanced for low values of MYS. However, for each MYS value, it
is possible to observe an increase in ductility with the reduction in the HAZ width.
In order to get a better understanding of the ductility behaviour of the sample, and its
relation to the material properties and the HAZ dimensions, the strain distribution
along the sample (length a in Fig. 4), at the maximum load, is plotted in Fig. 9, for
various tensile strength mismatch levels of the HAZL6 and HAZL1 samples. From this
ﬁgure, it can be seen that for the HAZL6 sample (lHAZ/e=1), in the cases of evenmatch
(MTS=0.98) and undermatch (MTS=0.65), the deformation is strongly localised
inside the HAZ, and the strain values in the adjacent materials are very close to zero
(excluding the materials interface). This clearly demonstrates that for MTS41.0 and
lHAZ/e=1, the ductility of the overall sample strongly depends on the hardening
behaviour of the HAZ. On the other hand, the same ﬁgure shows that for the samples with HAZ tensile strength overmatch (MTS=1.10 and 1.19), deformation
spreads all over the sample presenting lower strain values in the HAZ. This explains
the results in Fig. 8 where a loss of ductility is detected for the cases with overmatched tensile strength. For the small HAZ widths (HAZL1, lower graph in Fig. 9),
the strain distribution in the HAZ is almost constant and the spreading of deformation explains the highest ductility values observed in Fig. 8 for these samples.

Fig. 8. Ductility deﬁned as (ljoint/ lhom) as a function of the tensile strength mismatch (MTS), for
diﬀerent HAZ yield stresses (Y0HAZ=400, 500 and 600 MPa) and HAZ widths (lHAZ=1, 2, 4 and 6 mm).
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Fig. 9. Strain distribution along the samples HAZL6 and HAZL1 for various tensile strength mismatch
(MTS=0.65, 0.98, 1.10 and 1.19).

From the results presented in Figs. 5 and 8 it is possible to conclude that much
larger yield undermatching can be tolerated without loss of strength and ductility,
when the HAZ material has high strain hardening coeﬃcients (tensile strength even
or overmatch). But, for each strain hardening value a clear eﬀect of HAZ dimensions at the maximum load level can be observed.
4.2. Study of the inﬂuence of constraint in the plastic behaviour of the HAZ
When a butt weld is loaded in tension normal to the weld direction, as soon as
yielding occurs, constraint is developed at the interface between the soft material
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and the adjacent materials that remain unyielded. This tends to prevent strain in the
transverse direction and the soft material develops a hydrostatic stress component.
Thus, relatively larger tensile stresses are required to further increase plastic strain in
the soft material. It is possible to analyse the inﬂuence of constraint in the HAZ
strength, calculating the strain energy absorbed by the HAZ material, until the
maximum load is attained in the sample. The plastic strain energy per unit volume is
given by the equation:
ð
W ¼  d"p
ð5Þ
where  is the equivalent stress and " p is the equivalent plastic strain. Due to constraint, it can be assumed that the resulting strain energy in the constrained HAZ
(Wc) can be decomposed into two components:
W c ¼ W hom þ W het

ð6Þ

where Whom is the strain energy absorbed during the homogeneous deformation of
an uniaxial tensile sample of the same material of the HAZ (this energy can be calculated knowing the mechanical properties of each HAZ material), and Whet is a
term associated with the presence of constraint. The strain energy that corresponds
to Wc can be directly computed from numerical simulations, at the integration
points inside the domain that represents the HAZ. By applying Eq. (6) it is then
possible to calculate Whet.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the ratio Whet/Whom, as a function of the hardening coeﬃcient and HAZ width. This ratio can be considered as a constraint factor that
expresses the nature and magnitude of the constraint eﬀects in the plastic behaviour
of the HAZ. In these ﬁgures, positive values of the constraint factor when the maximum load in the overall joint is attained, imply that Wc > Whom. In these cases, the
hydrostatic stress tensor induced by constraint increases the material strength in the
HAZ.
Moreover, Figs. 10 and 11 shows in some cases, negative values of the constraint
factor, indicating that Wc < Whom. In these cases, the maximum load of the sample
occurs in the adjacent regions and the equivalent stress and strain values in the HAZ
are lower than the maximum strength of this material. This occurs for materials with
overmatch tensile strength (for the reasons exposed above, see example in Fig. 6),
and also, in some cases of evenmatch and undermatch tensile strength. The study of
the inﬂuence of constraint in the plastic behaviour of the HAZ is detailed, using,
some examples in order to illustrate the conclusions that can be drawn from this
study.
4.3. Inﬂuence of the HAZ dimensions in the constraint eﬀects
For various mismatch conditions, Fig. 10 shows positive (HAZL1 sample) and
negative (HAZL6 sample) values of the constraint factor, indicating a strong inﬂuence of the size of the HAZ in the constraint eﬀects. This can be better understood,
by analysing the equivalent stress and stress in the thickness and width directions
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Fig. 10. Strain energy ratio (Whet/Whom) as a function of the hardening coeﬃcient (n), for HAZ widths
equal to 1, 2, 4 and 6 mm, in the case of a HAZ yield stress (Y0HAZ) equal to 400 MPa.

Fig. 11. Strain energy ratio (Whet/Whom) as a function of the hardening coeﬃcient (n), for HAZ widths
equal to 1, 2, 4 and 6 mm, in the cases of a HAZ yield stress (Y0HAZ) equal to 500 MPa. For n=0.08, it is
also shown the case of (Y0HAZ) equal to 600 MPa (grey symbols).

( yy= zz due to symmetry) plotted along a line in the HAZ of these samples (line b
in Fig. 4). This is carried out in Fig. 12, where the stress lines are plotted for diﬀerent
tensile displacements in samples with HAZ material (Y0=400 MPa, MTS=0.65).
The line with highest stress levels corresponds to stress values at the maximum load.
Comparing the stress lines plotted in each graph, it is possible to understand the
diﬀerences in the plastic deformation behaviour observed in Fig. 10.
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For the sample HAZL1, positive stresses in the thickness direction constraint the
deformation in the HAZ (see strain curves in Fig. 9). This necking inhibition
enhances the material strength (see equivalent stress values at maximum load in
Fig. 12) resulting in a positive constraint factor. On the other hand, for the sample
HAZL6, the stresses in the thickness directions are negative which lead to a decrease
in the hydrostatic stress. The deformation in the thickness direction is now facilitated (Fig. 9) leading to premature necking in the HAZ and subsequent negative
energy balance. In the case of Y0=500 and 600 MPa (Fig. 11), the constraint factor
for the samples HAZL6 is now positive. This indicates that the negative eﬀect of the
constraint in strength for large HAZ widths vanishes with increasing yield stress in

Fig. 12. Equivalent stress and stress in the thickness direction ( yy) in the HAZ (line b in Fig. 4), at three
elongation values, for the samples HAZL1 and HAZL6. Grey line corresponds to the maximum stress in a
tensile test of a homogeneous sample of the HAZ material (TS HAZ=543 MPa).
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this region. In fact, for such high yield stress values, the stress distribution in the
sample at the beginning of deformation is uniform, avoiding premature strain
localisation in the HAZ.
4.4. Inﬂuence of the mismatch in the constraint eﬀects
The results in Figs. 10 and 11 show that for increasing values of the hardening
coeﬃcient, the constraint factor can decrease drastically and become negative, for
the samples HAZL1 and HAZL2. In Fig. 13 the equivalent stress lines along the

Fig. 13. Equivalent stress distribution along the Ox direction (line a in Fig. 4) for a HAZL1 sample with
diﬀerent HAZ materials: Y0=400 MPa, n=0.08 and Y0=400 MPa, n=0.16. Grey lines correspond to the
maximum stress in a tensile test of a homogeneous sample of the HAZ (TS HAZ) and adjacent materials
(TSADJ=843 MPa).
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surface of the sample HAZL1 (line a in Fig. 4) with HAZ materials (Y0=400 MPa,
n=0.08) and (Y0=400 MPa, n=0.16) are shown. In the upper graph, which corresponds to a strong undermatch situation, it is possible to observe that for the maximum load the equivalent stress in the HAZ is larger than its maximum value
(obtained in a tensile test with a homogeneous sample of the same HAZ material),
whereas the stress values in the adjacent materials remain above their maximum
value (obtained in a tensile test with a homogeneous sample of the adjacent material). In this case, the maximum load of the joint depends on the HAZ strength that
is increased by constraint, leading to positive values of the constraint factor.
However, when the material of the HAZ presents tensile strength evenmatch,
deformation spreads over the sample. In the lower graph of Fig. 13, it is possible to
observe high stress values in the WM and BM, especially at the interfaces between
the diﬀerent materials. In this case, the maximum load of the joint will be determined by the adjacent materials plastic behaviour, the stress values attained in the
HAZ being lower than their critical load. This explains the negative values obtained
for the constraint factor.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the mechanical behaviour of welded joints in high strength steels is
discussed. The ﬁrst conclusions concern the overall strength and ductility of the joint
in relation to mismatch and HAZ dimensions. From the results it is possible to
conclude that:
The tensile strength of the soft zone determines the overall strength of the
joint. In fact, independent to the level of the yield stress undermatch, the
joints achieve the base plate strength in all tensile strength overmatch situations. For evenmatch and undermatch cases the strength of the joint is
strongly dependent on the HAZ dimensions.
For the cases in which the ratio width of the HAZ to sample thickness is less
than 1/3, the loss of strength never exceeds 10%, even for cases of extreme
strength undermatch. However, the joint strength decreases linearly with
increasing HAZ widths.
In almost all the cases, mismatch leads to a decrease in joint ductility, which
varies depending on HAZ dimensions and hardening values.
In any case, the mechanical behaviour of the overall joint depends on the plastic
distribution inside the HAZ. In fact, large tensile strength undermatch promotes
strain localisation in the HAZ from the start of deformation, but for very small
HAZ dimensions (width < 1/3 of the thickness) the soft material can achieve the base
plate strength. Depending on the tensile strength mismatch it can be stated that:
In almost all the undermatch cases and for lHAZ/e ratios lower than unity, an
apparent increase in the material strength is observed due to constraint.
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For the tensile strength evenmatch situations, the HAZ constraint induces
spreading of deformation to the adjacent materials avoiding deformation in
the soft HAZ material.
Finally, for large yield stress undermatch and HAZ widths equal to the
sample thickness, constraint promotes premature failure in the soft zone
decreasing the overall strength of the joint even more.
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